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Tablas Creek is a pioneer of California’s Rhône
movement. Founded in 1989, it is the culmination of a
friendship between two of the international wine
community’s leading families dating back to 1967: the
Perrin family of Château de Beaucastel and the Haas
family of Vineyard Brands. After a four-year search, the
partners chose Paso Robles, California for its many
similarities to the Southern Rhone and began the lengthy
process of importing vine cuttings, building a grapevine
nursery, and creating an estate vineyard from the ground
up. Today, the vineyards at Tablas Creek are proudly
Biodynamic® and organic certified by Demeter USA.
These selections revolve around a historic adventure
involving people, places, and 17 Chateauneuf du Pape
grape varietals all within a regenerative ecosystem.
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Tablas Creek’s limestone-rich 120-acre organic estate
vineyard is located in the heart of the Adelaida District, in
the hills north and west of Paso Robles, about 11 miles
from the Pacific Ocean. Its viticulture practices emphasize
quality through dry-farming and moderate crop levels.
They farm organically, have been certified organic since
2003. Their organic vineyard practices follow the lead of
the Beaucastel estate in Chateauneuf du Pape. Like
Beaucastel, they use no chemical herbicides, pesticides, or
fertilizers in the vineyard. Cover crops minimize erosion,
host beneficial insects, and return nitrogen to the soil.
Composting keeps soil fertility up, while compost tea
controls mildew in the vineyard and reduces their need for
sulfur.
Since 2010 they have incorporated many Biodynamic
techniques across the vineyard, including a herd of sheep,
alpacas, and two guard donkeys, Fiona and Dottie. Their
goal in farming, as in winemaking, is to maximize the
expression of place from the vineyard, and to produce
grapes full of intensity and character. They received their
Biodynamic certification in 2017.
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Pairings

Grenach
Blanc,
Viognier,
Marsanne,
Roussanne,
Clairette

Dawson
Creek,
Adelaida
Hills, El
Pomar,
Estrella,
Templeton
Gap

whole cluster
pressed,
fermented in
stainless steel
with native
yeasts

beautiful
yellow apple
color aging to
a sunny gold
color

notes of
honeysuckle,
orange zest,
anise, and
crushed rock

mandarin
orange and
nectarine with
white flowers
and sea mist

seafood,
greens with
avocado,
lemon
chicken,
tropical salsa

Patelin de
Tablas Rose

Grenache,
Mourvedre,
Counoise

Patelin de
Tablas Red

Syrah,
Grenache,
Mourvedre,
a touch of
Counoise

direct pressed
Paso Robles
into stainless
AVA,
steel tanks with
Adelaida
minimum skin
Hills, El
contact, and
Pomar,
with added
Estrella
saignée
Paso
Robles
AVA,
Adelaida
Hills, El
Pomar,
Estrella

fermented in
oak and
stainless steel
with native
yeasts

vibrant light
peach color

beautiful ruby
color that will
age to garnet

bright with
spicy aromatics
flavors of
salmon, sushi,
raspberry and
of nectarine,
anchovies,
mandarin pith, blood orange,
sausages, fried
sea spray, and briny with a hint
chicken, tapas
of pink
crushed rock
grapefruit
a lovely very
syrah nose of
pine forest,
pancetta,
blackberry,
and dried
herbs

smoky
blackberry,
licorice root,
crushed rock,
fresh cherry,
and saddle
leather

roast pork
loin, boeuf
bourguignon,
beef or pork
stir fries

